The Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) model as well as its extensions (ellipsoidal statistical BGK, Shakhov BGK, unified BGK) are used in particle-based fluid dynamics 
end, different methods are investigated that allow efficient sampling of the Shakhov and the unified target distribution functions. As a consequence, particle simulations based on the Shakhov BGK and the unified BGK model are possible in an efficient way. Furthermore, different energy conservation schemes are tested for the BGK models. It is shown that the choice of the energy conservation scheme has a major impact on the quality of the results for each model. The models are verified with a Couette flow problem at different Knudsen numbers and wall velocities. Furthermore, the models are compared with DSMC results of a hypersonic flow around a 70
• blunted cone. It is shown that the unified BGK model is able to reproduce rarefied gas phenomena. Furthermore, it is shown that the difference in the reproduction of shock structure is not significant between the ellipsoidal statistical BGK and Shakhov BGK model for the flow around a 70
• blunted cone and significantly depends on the energy conservation method. The choice of the energy conservation method is especially crucial for the Shakhov model whereas the ellipsoidal statistical BGK model is much more robust concerning the energy conservation scheme. Additionally, a computational time study is done to show the efficiency of BGK-based simulations for low Knudsen number flows compared with DSMC.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Simulations of gas flows which cover a wide range of Knudsen numbers including continuum and rarefied gas regions are still challenging. CFD methods based on Navier-Stokes equations cover a wide range of near equilibrium flows that are important for many practical applications. Nevertheless, the assumptions behind the Navier-Stokes equations become invalid for rarefied non-equilibrium flows. For this purpose, the Direct Simulation Monte
Carlo (DSMC) method can be used to treat non-equilibrium effects in rarefied gases 1 . Therefore, the collision integral is not solved directly. Consequently, the DSMC method becomes very expensive for small Knudsen number flows due to the fact that molecular events must be spatially-and time-resolved within the mean free path and collision frequency scales, respectively. To close the gap between the applicable regimes of both methods, different approaches are used.
A straightforward approach to overcome this gap is the coupling of DSMC with CFD.
Here, many problems arise due to the very different underlying approaches of both methods. Especially the statistical noise of the DSMC method is problematic at the boundaries between DSMC and CFD. Another possibility are particle-based continuum methods, which can be easily coupled with DSMC. A variety of different methods were introduced in the past, e.g. the Time Relaxed Monte Carlo method 2 , the Viscous Collision Limiter method 3 , the Fokker-Planck solution algorithm 4,5 , the low diffusion method 6,7 and more. A short overview with advantages and disadvantages of these methods is given in Mirza et al. 7 .
Another particle method that is already used and coupled to DSMC in different applications like nozzle flow expansion 8 , micro channel flows (MEMS) simulations 9 or simulations of hypersonic shocks 10 is the statistical Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) method. Up to now, only the ellipsoidal statistical BGK (ESBGK) model has been used in this context. Unfortunately, the ESBGK model has difficulties to reproduce the shock structure correctly 11 . In this publication, methods to sample in an efficient way from other target distribution functions used in the Shakhov and unified BGK models are described. Furthermore, different energy and momentum conservation schemes are investigated, which are especially critical for the Shakhov model to achieve a correct physical behavior. Finally, different BGK models (BGK, ESBGK, Shakhov BGK, Unified BGK) will be verified by simulating Couette flow problems and tested as well as compared concerning the reproduction of hypersonic shocks.
II. THEORY
The Boltzmann equation fully describes the behavior of a monoatomic gas with the corresponding distribution function f = f (x, v, t) at position x and velocity v ∂f ∂t
In this equation, external forces are neglected. Furthermore, ∂f /∂t| Coll is the collision term, which can be described by the Boltzmann collision integral
Here, S 2 ⊂ R 3 is the unit sphere, n is the unit vector of the scattered velocities, B is the collision kernel and the superscript ′ denotes the post collision velocities. The multiple integration of this collision term makes it difficult to compute in the 6D phase space.
A. BGK Models
The BGK model approximates the collision term to a simple relaxation form where the distribution function relaxes towards a target distribution function f t with a certain relaxation frequency ν:
The original BGK model assumes, that the target velocity distribution function is the
with the particle density n, particle mass m, temperature T , Boltzmann constant k B and the thermal particle velocity c = v − u from the particle velocity v and the average flow velocity u 12 . The BGK model reproduces the Maxwellian distribution in an equilibrium state, preserves conservation of mass, momentum and energy as well as fulfills the H-theorem 13 .
The relaxation frequency ν defines the viscosity µ and the thermal conductivity K
with the specific heat constant c P = 5k B /2m. These equations clarify the problem of the BGK model concerning the Prandtl number, which is fixed in this model to P r = µc P /K = 1, whereas the Prandtl number of monoatomic gases is P r ≈ 2/3 14 . As a consequence, only the thermal conductivity or viscosity can be correctly reproduced at a time with the BGK model. To overcome this problem, several extensions of the BGK model were introduced in the past. Some of these models transform the target distribution function e.g. the ellipsoidal statistical BGK model 15 or the Shakhov BGK model 16 , other models change the relaxation frequency from a constant to a function of the microsopic velocities as described in Struchtrup 17 . In this paper, only models with a transformed target distribution are investigated.
Ellipsoidal Statistical BGK Model
The ellipsoidal statistical BGK (ESBGK) model replaces the Maxwellian target distribution of the standard BGK model with an anisotropic Gaussian distribution
with the anisotropic matrix
The anisotropic matrix A consists of the identity matrix I and the pressure tensor P
which are both symmetric. The ESBGK model reproduces the Maxwellian distribution in the equilibrium state as well as the correct moments of the Boltzmann equation. Furthermore, Andries et al. 18, 19 have shown that it fulfills the H-theorem. In the ESBGK model, the viscosity and the thermal conductivity are defined as
Due to the fact that the viscosity depends on the Prandtl number, it is now possible to reproduce the viscosity and thermal conductivity at the same time. So, the introduction of the Prandtl number as an additional parameter resolves the Prandtl number problem of the standard BGK model.
As proposed by Gallis and Torczynski 13 , a symmetric transformation matrix S with A = SS can be defined. Furthermore, a normalized thermal velocity vector C is defined such that c = SC. Using these definitions, the argument of the exponential function in Eq.
(6) becomes
using (SC) T = C T S T = C T S due to the fact that S is symmetric. So, S can transform a vector C sampled from a Maxwellian distribution to a vector c sampled from Eq. (6).
Shakhov BGK Model
In contrast to the ESBGK model, which modifies the shear stress to produce the correct Prandtl number 20 , the Shakhov model (SBGK) directly modifies the heat flux. For this, the target distribution of the BGK model is changed to
with the heat flux vector
and the specific gas constant R. In the SBGK model, the viscosity and the thermal conductivity are defined as 
The UBGK model depends on two different parameters C ES and C S with 
Finally, the UBGK model allows to modify the shear stress as well as the heat flux at once. Or with other words, the parameters C ES and C S can be used to determine different relaxation rates of P and q 20 :
The problem of the UBGK model is that it is not clear how C ES and C S should be chosen.
Chen et al. 11 exemplary show that when C S is used to produce the right Prandtl number, C ES can be derived as
for VHS molecules with the VHS parameter ω in an equilibrium state. However, they also showed that C ES totally differs for non-equilibrium states.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
The different BGK models are implemented in the PIC-DSMC code PICLas 21 and verified by the comparison to DSMC results of PICLas. The DSMC method is widely used and details can be found in Bird 1 .
For the BGK models, the statistic particle method of Gallis and Torczynski 13,22 is used.
Here, particles are moved in a simulation mesh, collide with boundaries and microsopic particle properties are sampled to calculate macroscopic values in the same manner as in DSMC. But in contrast to the DSMC method, the collision step with binary collisions between the particles is not performed. Instead, each particle in a cell relaxes with the probability
according to Eq. (3) towards the target distribution. The relaxation frequency ν is evaluated in each time step for each cell from the definition of the viscosity of each model. The relaxation frequency directly depends on the cell temperature T , which is calculated from the particle information. For the viscosity µ the well known exponential ansatz 
If a particle is chosen to relax, the new particle velocity is sampled from the target distribution.
A. Energy and Momentum Conservation
To conserve momentum and energy, two different methods are proposed in the literature.
In the mehtod of Gallis and Torczynski 13 , the average velocity and the temperature for each particle N in a cell are determined before the collision (u and T ) and for the provisional post collision conditions (u p and T p ):
The factor
in the temperature occurs to produce unbiasedness of T 23 . The final postcollision velocity v * of every molecule (whether having undergone relaxation or not) is then determined from the provisional postcollision velocity v p according to
In the method of Burt and Boyd 8 , the same guarantee is performed but only with N relax particles that take part in the relaxation process whereas all other particles will remain unaffected. Obviously, this method can only be perfomed if at least two particles are chosen to relax. To handle the case N relax = 1, a random number is used to decide whether N relax = 0 or N relax = 2 with equal probability. If N relax is determined to two, the second particle is chosen randomly from the remaining not relaxing particles.
B. Relaxation Process
In the standard BGK collision term, the postcollision velocities v p are simply sampled from the Maxwellian distribution (4)
with the normal distributed random vector ξ and the velocity σ T = k B T /m.
Sampling from ESBGK
The sampling from the ESBGK distribution in Eq. (6) is performed with three different approaches.
In the first approach an approximation of the transformation matrix S of Eq. (10) is used as described in previous studies 8,10,13
The advantage of this approach is that this method is fast and simple to implement. Nevertheless, the accuracy and performance of this approximation has to be tested.
The second approach is the exact calculation of S by solving A = SS to find the square root of A. For this, the matrix A is diagonalized to the form
The columns of V are the eigenvectors of A and the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix D are the corresponding eigenvalues. The square root of A can now be calculated with
where the diagonal elements of the diagonal matrix D 1/2 are the square roots of the eigenvalues.
Metropolis-Hastings Sampling
The third approach is the direct sampling from f ES by using a Metropolis-Hastings method which produces a Markov chain v 0 , v 1 , ..., v N M of samples from the target distribution [24] [25] [26] [27] . The MH method has the advantage that the determination of the global maximum of the target distribution function, which can be computationally expensive (e.g.
for the proposed SBGK and UBGK distribution function), or the definition of an envelope function is not necessary in contrast to the acceptance-rejection (AR) method.
Starting with a sample v n , a proposed sample v ′ n+1 is generated using a pre-specified density q(v n , v ′ n+1 ) and accepted as the next sample v n+1 of the Markov chain with the probability
If the proposed value v ′ n+1 is not accepted, the next step of the Markov chain is set to v n+1 = v n . A special case of the Metropolis-Hastings method (MH) is the random-walk Metropolis 
Calculate next guess v algorithm. Here, q is a symmetrical function about zero,
, v n ) and the probability in Eq. (33) simplifies to
For the sampling from f ES , q is chosen as a Gaussian distribution, which is symmetric. The detailed flowchart of the used MH algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . First, the initial phase is used to find a proper start value of the MH algorithm. The start value is chosen with
and the normal distributed random vector ξ. Next, the distribution function f (v 1 ) is calculated to check whether f (v 1 ) is positive. This step is not necessary for the ESBGK distribution function but if the used target distribution function does not fulfill the positivity requirements for probabilities (e.g. the case for SBGK and UBGK), these samples must be discarded. Therefore, another normal distributed random vector ξ is used until
A positive effect of the described MH algorithm is that if the first sample v 1 fulfills f (v 1 ) > 0, then also all following samples will fulfill this condition. Due to the fact that p(v n , v ′ n+1 ) would have to become negative, such samples cannot be chosen anymore. The next proposed value is detemined using again a new normal distributed random vector ξ:
A characteristic of the MH algorithm is the so called burn-in phase, which means that the first samples may not necessarily follow the target distribution, especially if the starting point is in a region of low density. Therefore, samples made during the burn-in phase have to be discarded. Different simulations have shown that 35 initial steps are sufficient to overcome the burn-in phase, before the first velocity is accepted. For each following final accepted velocity in the main phase, the velocity should be changed at least one time and at least 10 steps in the Markov chain should be taken. Note, that the burn-in phase must be done in each cell every time step due to the changed target distribution.
For the ESBGK method, the probability
The final postcollision velocities are obtained by scaling the sampled velocities
Sampling from SBGK
In contrast to the ESBGK model, an analytical expression to convert a normal distributed vector in a SBGK distributed vector is not available (see Eq. (29)). Therefore, the SBGK distribution is sampled using two different methods. The first method is the already mentioned MH algorithm.
For this, almost the same algorithm as for the ESBGK MH sampling is used, including the start and proposed velocities, the burn-in phase as well as the final scaling of the velocities (see Sec. III A for energy conservation details). The probability in Eq. (34) is changed to
Note that unbiasedness of the heat flux vector from Eq. (12) can be achieved using
Instead of the MH method also the acceptance-rejection method can be used to sample from the Shakhov model. As shown for the Chapman-Enskog distribution in Garica and Alder 27 , an envelope function g(ξ) must be defined with g(ξ) ≥ f S (ξ) for all ξ. A detailed description how g(ξ) should be defined can be found in Garica and Alder 27 . However, good results for the following test cases are found for g(ξ) = Af M (ξ) with
The single steps for the acceptance-rejection sampling are:
Sampling from UBGK
The UBGK distribution is again sampled using the MH algorithm. As in the case of the SBGK sampling, only the probability in Eq. (34) is changed
The UBGK method is not sampled using the acceptance-rejection method, due to the fact that the definition of the envelope function is cumbersome.
Note that the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm described here can be basically used to sample efficiently from an arbitrary target distribution and is not limited to the ESBGK, SBGK and the UBGK target distributions.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Couette Flow
The first test case is a steady planar Couette flow of Argon similar to Kumar et al. 28 .
For this, two parallel plates form a channel and move in opposite directions with a velocity Additionally, the three different methods of sampling from the ESBGK distribution (see Sec. III B 1) are compared. Fig. 2c shows that there is no visible difference in the temperature plot. Furthermore, the energy conservation schemes described in Sec. III A are compared in Fig. 2d . Here again no significant difference between the energy conservation schemes can be found. Therefore all other Couette flow simulations are done using only the energy conservation scheme of Gallis and Torczynski 13 . Nevertheless, it is shown later that the energy conservation scheme becomes significant in reproducing the correct heat flux values in hypersonic flows including shocks. Finally, the computational time of the different methods is compared in Table I , showing that there is no significant difference using the different models.
High Wall Velocity Case -
The high velocity case has a plate velocity of v W all = ±750 m/s and a particle density of n = 1.29438 · 10 20 1/m 3 . So, the Knudsen number is again Kn ≈ 0.014. The results of this case for the temperature and velocity profiles between the plates are shown in Fig. 3a and 3b .
As in the case of the low wall velocity, the ESBGK as well as the SBGK match the DSMC result very well whereas the BGK model overestimates the temperature. Furthermore, the UBGK model was tested with this case. The results compared with the DSMC method are shown in Fig. 3c and 3d . The temperature overestimates the DSMC result for the VHS equilibrium solution of C ES ≈ 0.4 (Eq. (21)). For decreasing C ES , the UBGK temperature approaches the DSMC temperature. Clearly, the UBGK method would match the DSMC 3. High Wall Velocity Case -Kn ≈ 0.14 The conditions are the same as described in Sec. IV A 2. The only difference is the particle density of n = 1.29438 · 10 19 1/m 3 , which leads to a Knudsen number of Kn ≈ 0.14. Therefore, this case is not in the continuum regime. The temperature and velocity profiles between the plates for the different methods are shown in Fig. 4a and 4b . Here, the SBGK method shows good agreement with the DSMC results, whereas the BGK method overestimates and the ESBGK method underestimates the resulting temperature. Fig. 4c and 4d show additionally an advantage of the UBGK method: the UBGK results can be tuned to match the DSMC results with C ES = −0.05 in the non-continuum regime. Finally, the Knudsen number is changed to Kn ≈ 1.4. In such a rarefied condition, none of the BGK methods is able to reproduce the DSMC results as shown in Fig. 5a-5d .
Even the UBGK method is not capable to reproduce the correct values with the constrained C ES ∈ [−0.5, 1). 
B. 70 • Blunted Cone
The 70
• blunted cone described in Allegre et al. comparison of the ESBGK method with the different energy conserving schemes is shown in Fig. 6 .
While the scheme of Gallis compares well with DSMC for the shock profile as well as heat flux on the surface with half the particles, the Burt scheme requires as many as five times more particles than DSMC to produce similar results. It is expected that the shock structure as well as the heat flux will also match the DSMC results with the Burt scheme if the particle number is further increased. However, the particle number was not further increased due to the computational effort and the fact that a similar behavior was already shown in Tumuklu et al. 10 . Therefore, it is recommended to use the Gallis scheme for the ESBGK case as is done in the following simulation.
The interpretation of the results for the energy conservation in the SBGK case is less obvious. As shown in Fig. 7 , the Gallis scheme matches the shock profile very well and needs much less particles than the Burt scheme to converge. However, the Gallis scheme underestimates the heat flux on the surface. One possible reason for this behavior and the difference to the ESBGK scheme is that the SBGK model produces skewed distribution functions due to the dependence on the third central moment (the heat flux vector). The energy conservation scheme of Gallis uses the whole distribution function including nonrelaxing particles, which seems to blur the skeweness of the distribution function too much, resulting in an incorrect heat flux vector. The ESBGK model seems to be more robust due to the fact that it produces non-skewed distribution functions that are symmetric in each direction.
To overcome the problem of the SBGK model, while using moderate particle numbers, a combination of both energy conserving algorithms can be used. Test simulations have shown that the main problem of the Burt approach are cases with one or two relaxing particles per cell. Therefore, it is proposed to use the Gallis scheme if less than three relaxing particles are in the cell and use the Burt scheme otherwise. All further SBGK simulations are done with this combined energy conservation scheme.
Due to these requirements, the required particle numbers can only be halved in the BGK simulations compared with DSMC for this case.
The comparison of the heat flux and pressure in x-direction between the different methods is shown in Fig. 8a and 8b. The SBGK with the combined energy conservation scheme as well as the ESBGK model with the Gallis scheme match the DSMC results very well, whereas the standard BGK model with the Gallis scheme underestimates the heat flux. Fig. 8c shows the temperature plot over the stagnation stream line. The SBGK model agrees with the DSMC results slightly better than the ESBGK model. However, the predicted early onset of the temperature increase using the ESBGK model resulting in a wider temperature profile is less pronounced as expected.
Furthermore, a time step discretization study was conducted for the SBGK and ESBGK model. The results concerning the heat flux and the shock structure of this investigation are shown in Fig. 9a and 9b . Here, the ESBGK model allows greater time steps, probably due to the fact that the same energy conservation method is used independent from the number of relaxing particles in the cell. The heat flux and the shock structure using the ESBGK method match the DSMC results well up to ∆t = 4∆t DSM C , whereas the maximum time step for the SBGK method is ∆t = 2∆t DSM C .
A comparison of the computational time is shown in Table III . The coarsest discretization 15,000 20,000 2,000 with acceptable results in terms of the heat flux and shock structure reduces the CPU time by a factor of ≈ 2.5 using the SBGK method and by a factor of ≈ 4.8 using the ESBGK method to reach the same simulation time.
Set 2
The conditions of Set 2 are given in Table II , where a higher density is assumed with a Knudsen number of Kn ≈ 0.011. To resolve the mean free path as well as the collision frequency in the 3D DSMC simulation a particle number of N DSM C = 2.15 · 10 8 and a time step of ∆t DSM C = 5 · 10 −8 s are necessary. The comparison of the heat flux and pressure in x-direction between the different methods is shown in Fig. 10a and 10b . Here, the ESBGK and BGK method are using the energy conservation scheme of Gallis whereas the SBGK method uses the combined scheme. Again, the SBGK as well as the ESBGK model match the DSMC results very well, whereas the standard BGK model underestimates the heat flux.
All simulations with the different BGK models are performed with eight times less particles N = N DSM C /8. Furthermore, the ESBGK and BGK model are using a two times larger time step ∆t = 2∆t DSM C whereas the SBGK model needs the same time step as in DSMC ∆t = ∆t DSM C . In this case, the shock structure of the ESBGK and SBGK method match the DSMC results equally well as shown in Fig. 11a and 11b and in more detail in Fig. 10c . 18,000 2,000 A comparison of the CPU time is depicted in Table IV . In this case, the BGK methods can substantially save computational time compared with DSMC. For the coarsest discretization with acceptable results in terms of the heat flux and shock structure (ESBGK: 30,000 
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Different ways to sample from an arbitrary velocity distribution function were investigated. Using these methods, it was possible to use the Shakhov BGK and the unified BGK models in an efficient way in the context of particle simulations. Furthermore, different energy conservation scheme for particle based BGK methods were investigated in detail.
The described methods were validated using Couette flow test cases with different wall velocities and Knudsen numbers. It was shown that the SBGK model performs well up to Kn = 0.14 whereas the ESBGK model shows distinct differences to the DSMC simulations in this Knudsen number regime. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that it is possible to capture rarefied flow phenomena using the UBGK model by adapting the additional free parameter of the UBGK model. Nevertheless, it is currently not clear how this additional free parameter should be defined. Therefore, the UBGK model is not useful for practical applications at the moment. Additionally, the computational time of the different BGK methods were compared. Here, it was shown that the investigated sampling methods are not significantly slower than the established method to sample from the ESBGK target function and enables the sampling from the SBGK and UBGK target distribution in an efficient way.
Further on, the BGK, SBGK and ESBGK models were compared with DSMC simulations based on the hypersonic flow around a 70
• blunted cone to evaluate the capabilities to capture shock waves. Here, it was shown that the energy conservation scheme is especially crucial This behavior is especially very interesting for gas flows which cover a wide range of Knudsen numbers including continuum and rarefied gas regions as in nozzle expansion flows, where the coupling of the proposed BGK methods with DSMC is required in order to save computational time. The fact that DSMC and the investigated methods are both cell local Monte-Carlo based particle methods, makes a coupling very simple without the typical problems of hybrid CFD-DSMC methods.
Summarising, the ESBGK model should be preferred over the SBGK model in the presented particle based context. The ESBGK model is able to handle larger time steps than the SBGK model at least until a more robust energy conservation scheme is found for the SBGK model. Additionally, a general proof exists for the ESBGK model that it always fulfills the H-theorem and it is guaranteed that f ES is positive in each situation.
In the next steps, the described method will be extented to molecules including internal energies. A possible implementation for rotational energies is already given in Burt and Boyd 8 , which was also already extended to vibrational energy modes in Tumuklu et al. 10 . Tumuklu et al. 10 showed a similar behavior of the computational efficiency comparing ESBGK and DSMC as described here: the ESBGK method becomes more efficient for an increasing collision frequency compared with DSMC. Therefore, we also expect a reduction of computational time using a BGK method compared to DSMC in small Knudsen number flows including internal energies. 
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